Triplets
By: Lili B
Chapter 1
Have you ever heard of triplets ? If you have not I am going to tell you
how my story all began. So here is my story .
On the day before the last day of school my parents were picking us up
from kids klub and I was asking my mom a question about the epic
vacation we were going to take that summer . I asked her the question and
she said well about that we can not go on the vacation this year . Me and
my brother were not very happy about that ! Then she and my dad were
whispering for a few minutes about who should tell us and finally my mom
said I will just tell them so that we stop arguing . She told us that she was
pregnant with triplets ! Me and my brothers emotions changed
completely!!!!! From mad to very excited . My brother and I were super
excited and immediately started asking a bunch of questions .Like are they
all boys or girls ? Are they identical ? We asked a bunch of questions .
Finally ,my mom was like hold on we just found out that I was pregnant with
triplets today. We do not know anything yet and when we do you will be the
first ones to know. Please do not tell anyone that I am pregnant with triplets
yet ! Me and my brother said okay we won’t .
Chapter 2
Time passed and it was summer .We had a really difficult summer and it
was harder to do things because mom was getting more pregnant by the
minute . Finally the summer ended and it was time to go back to school .
Eventually a few weeks into September my mom went to the doctor and
they said that she was doing fine . ( Her due date was December 6th.) 2
days later a Friday my mom went to the doctor because she was not
feeling very well at all . She went to the doctor and they said she was fine
so she came home and she started feeling bad again . She went back and
they said that she had a kidney infection . She stayed in the hospital for 2
days and she still was not getting better.The doctor did not feel very
comfortable anymore because she was not getting better and he had been
communicating with the Houston hospital. They decided that she would get
airlifted to Houston in a helicopter.As soon as they figured out that she was
getting airlifted to the hospital my dad had already went home to pack and
be at the hospital before my mom got there ( my dad was at the hospital

with my mom.) As soon as they got there she still was sick with the
infection but she felt fine .

Chapter 3
Early the next morning like super early my mom had the triplets ! We
figured out that they were all girls and their names were Elli ,Sylvi ,and
Liza. They were born at around 4:30 in the morning.Once they were born
they were the cutest babies in the world and as soon as we saw them we
knew that our god had blessed us with the greatest gift of all sisters. As
soon as they were born they had to get rushed to the NICU ( Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit ) . Where they got breathing tubes ,feeding
tubes,diapers , heart monitors , etc. When the triplets were born it was hard
for our family because my mom had to live in Houston with complete
strangers that were a friend of a friends parents that lived in houston .
My mom stayed with them because otherwise she would be paying 50
dollars a night to stay in a hotel.
Chapter 4
We ended up staying at the hospital a very long time . Sylvi stayed for 8
weeks and Elli and Liza stayed for 11 weeks . But the good thing about Elli
and Liza coming home later was after sylvi got to come home since Elli and
Liza were in the hospital they got to get transferred to the College station
medical center . But while the triplets were all three still in the hospital my
mom went everyday and my dad took a day off of work once a week and
would come . He would bring me and my brother and we would spend the
night at the house we were staying at with . When we were in Houston my
parents would make sure to love on me and my brother as well as the
triplets .
Chapter 5
When the first triplet came home me and my brother were fighting on who
got to change her diaper and who did not . Then when the other 2 triplets
got out of the NICU me and my brother would complain and be like do we
have to . But we still love our baby sisters very much and they are still
growing strong and healthy . They are now a year old and very smart !

